


ACES ROYAL MOBILE CASINO
CASINO GAMES ANYTIME. ANYWHERE

About Aces Royal

Created by Cecure Gaming ltd, Aces Royal is the worlds fastest

and most reliable mobile casino brand in the world. Aces Royal

enables you to play real money Poker, Roulette, Blackjack and

Slots. Anytime. Anywhere!

Our Mobile Texas hold’em Poker is the fastest, cleanest, most

user friendly real money mobile poker game in the world!

Unlike some mobile games, there is no left to right scrolling to 

make you motion sick - the whole table is visible at all times.

A Superior Gaming Platform – AR3

Aces Royals new gaming platform, AR3, is the fastest gaming 

platform in the world, according to executives from a major 

mobile phone manufacturer. Unlike most multiplayer games, we 

use an advanced high speed connection on your phone to ensure 

continuous, fast game play. Bets appear around the world on 

another players phone in 0.2 seconds!   

www.AcesRoyal.com

www.CecureGaming.com

Great Poker Features

Six players per table – 6 players keeps the action quick and

fits everyone on screen at once.

No waiting – We take you right to your seat. No waiting with 

live games 24/7.

Disconnection protection – Favourable all-in protection in 

the unlikely event that you get disconnected. Our new TCP/IP 

technology makes disconnections virtually impossible.

Chat – Talk trash with your opponents with phrases like “turn 

over”!

No poker bots – Live players only

A range of table limits - Wide range of Fixed Limit and No 

Limit Texas Hold’Em games from play-money up to £1/£2 NL 

with £200 max buy-in. 

Hand history - Review what happened in any hand in your 

current session

"The winner has to be Aces Royal … 

Pure enjoyment with no delays … 

Entire experience was flawless … 

It sets a seemingly impossible standard to surpass.“

Gambling Online Mag. May 07



Aces Royal created the world’s first mobile, real money multiplayer poker game in January 2004. We offer mobile 

Limit and No Limit Poker, Blackjack, Roulette and Slots games.

Based in London, the Aces Royal team are 100% mobile-focused, designing and developing games solely for the 

mobile, rather than developing games for the PC and squeezing them onto a mobile phone. We have been ranked 

as the top mobile poker product by Gambling Online Magazine. We work in partnership with the major mobile 

operators in the UK, and all of our games are free to download and play - no fees, no subscription and no data 

charges for playing or we’ll refund the money.

Supported Network Operators

Supported Handset manufacturers.

Blackberry

LG

Motorola

Nokia

Samsung

Sony Ericsson

For a more detailed list of supported handsets please visit:

http://www.acesroyal.com/acesroyal/compatibility.htm

"A revelation in mobile gaming … 

Amazing graphics and jowl-wobbling speed … 

It's Great … 

The graphics are streets ahead of anything else … 

Blistering stuff.“

T3 Mag.

http://www.acesroyal.com/acesroyal/compatibility.htm


Aces Royal Texas Hold’em Mobile Poker

Footprint:  175 kb

Architecture: Client - Server

Platform Supported: Java (MIDP 2.0)

Distribution: Over The Air (OTA)

Availability: 

United Kingdom land Islands        

Andorra Austria 

Belgium Canada 

Denmark Estonia 

Finland Germany 

Hungary  India

Republic Of Ireland Japan 

Latvia Lithuania 

Luxembourg Macau 

Malta Mexico 

New Zealand Norway 

Philippines Poland 

Portugal Russian Federation 

Singapore Spain 

Sweden Switzerland


